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Oh Lord hear my call to you.
Why do you let me suffer* with these feelings I am having?
I feel like I am a bear cub that has been left* by its Momma and Poppa Bear.
I feel like I am at the bottom of an ocean of darkness* drowning in my despair.
I feel like I am digging and clawing* my way
through life day by day
never knowing when* the suffering is going to
end.
Oh Lord, why do you let me feel this way?* Am
I not enough for you?
I lay on the grass and stare up at the sky*
acknowledging your presence, I see you, do
you see me too?
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If you truly do see me* then why must you let me feel all this pain and suffering?
If you really do love me,* why must you let this happen?
When I think of love,* I think of the nurturing
and caring of a mother* and a father to their children,
protecting them and making sure* they are not alone during their most difficult
times of suffering.
Why do you not care for me,* nurture me during my time of suffering,
why must you let me suffer?* Why must you let me feel like I am floating in space,
in your endless galaxy alone…* with no breath of fresh air?
I do not understand you,* I thought I knew you, but clearly... I am mistaken.
Everyone speaks of your name* God, Allah, Yaweh.
All of these names for you, these people worship you,* praise you, devote their life
to you, but what for?

So that you can let them feel what I am feeling?* For some of them, so you can
watch them
watch their loved ones be taken away* from them to enter into your “Kingdom?”
I do not get you, no matter how much I try,* I do not know who you are,
or why you even exist,* are you just a figment of my imagination?
I feel that if you are really* who everyone claims you are to them,
this pillar, this support,* this light through the darkness, show me.
Oh Lord I call upon you to show me your light* during this dark chapter of my life,
and then maybe just maybe,* I can learn to understand you.
Akhir Crenshaw

Why have you left us like this?* Alone and lost and
sick
Sickened by the invisible death.
Not only sickened physically* but sickened at heart
as well.
For the solution to this sickness* has been
isolation.
But not only for the sickness* but for our hearts.
For we have been sinning* and this is our
consequence.
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Now we shall reflect and meditate* to fix ourselves
and the lives of others,* becoming better people in the process.
Now that we have* the solution in our hands
We must take it and go through with it* for the sake of mankind.
Alejandro Pimentel

I cannot go outside* and I’m in the house bored.
I cannot see* my friends and loved ones.
Do not know when* I will see them again.
Leaving the house, wait,* cannot leave without my
mask and gloves.
Family is going crazy,* wash your hands, clean your
room, leave your shoes outside
But isn’t that what we did* before this pandemic
started?
I feel like a fish on a beach* with no water.
Like I am drowning *and cannot gasp for air.
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I see God and evil fighting,* as my body breaks into pieces.
God looking down to all the people* that pray to him now and not before,
Why do we as the world wait* for a pandemic to happen
to start to pray to God?
Why is it that God is the conclusion to a problem* but
never the introduction?
What happens after this is over?* Do people go back to
being dirty?
I still believe in God,* because waking up is the biggest
blessing to get.
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Although we are in lockdown* I think it was for the best.
God is giving us more time with our family* so we can
appreciate them.

Do not take life for granted,* as we know it can be taken away.
Know the meaning of life.
Alexander Cruz

Oh lord the fear* is causing me to remember,
when I could have gone a different path* but stayed on the walk.
For loneliness can cause* our true selves to come out,
like a lion becoming free from his cage.* Yet have we been in this cage so long,
we have forgotten how* to act in the wild.
We always asked for time to ourselves,* yet now
we beg to be free from our pain.
For those distractions* were the only sunshine
during rain.
I ask for help,* as I’ve done for so long,
Yet I feel you’ve gone and run along.*I can’t tell if
this journey is one I must take.
Or if you are screaming at me to leave.* I keep
looking for signs,
but I feel you’ve kept me* from being free.
What must I do?* I need your help.
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Maybe the hope I’ve been looking for* isn’t with you.
Maybe, it’s always been in me.
Ben Heineman

Quarantine leaves the human empty,* the soul wanting more.
We long for freedom.* Time goes by, our thoughts change so much.
Staying in my house has never been so tough.* The days get longer, it's getting
rough.
I send my prayers up to my father God,* I’m very lonely.
My imagination is not very broad*I can only go outside to walk or jog.

Sometimes I wish my family* had something like a dog,
Or something that could make me smile,* at least only for a
little while.
I never thought my life would be the way it is.* I hope my
children never experienced something like this.
I hope this pandemic ends with a happy twist.* Should I go
outside, should I take the risk?
Daniel Cook
Duarte
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O Lord, you have given me* all that I enjoyed before this disaster.
Let us not lose faith in you.* You have let me see fellow peers
and let me go to places* where I can clear my head.
Now, you must set us all free* from this dark prison
and unlock the door to our home.* This disease that is spreading
is making us feel like we're in jail.* We are all weary of being locked up.
Please Lord you must set us free* if you're even there.
We need things to be normal again.* Not the way that the world feels
like it has come to an end.* We have missed, lost, and worried
about each other* and what we need is you.
We cannot see each other now* and long to be with our loved ones.
You need to rid the world of this pain* and let people live their lives.
Right now there is no school,* not that many people going outside,
and no public gatherings. Let us be free again

and we shall climb up to a mountain* to reunite everyone in peace.
And you shall shine light on us all* to let us see that it was you
who fixed this poor world.* God save us all as
soon as possible.
Ethan Brady

O mal veio até nós* Pessoas estão morrendo
e estamos em cheque
Nossa felicidade está em cheque,* nossas
relações estão também
Mas nosso futuro não e decidido por um
jogo,* mas por nos.
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Pelo nosso amor e capacidade* Quando todo mundo nesse momento
difícil pensar que estamos perdidos,* ele estará aqui com nos
ele estará nos guiando,* e nos liderando
Eu acho que o jogo virou,* e não para mal
O jogo virou para o amor*O amor ganhou essa guerra
Nos não estamos sozinhos,* nos estamos unidos
E podemos acabar com isso juntos* Porque o final que importa
Nos nao teremos escolhas fáceis,* mas essa historia ja esta escrita,
e Deus e o final.

Translation:
The evil came to us* People are dying and we are in check.
Our happiness is in check,* our relationships are too.

But our future is not decided by a game,* but by us,
Our love and capacity.* When everybody at this hard
moment
thinks we are lost, He's here,* with us He is guiding us,
leading us.
I think the game changed and not for bad* The game
changed for love.
The love won that war,* we are not alone, we are together
And we can finish that together* because in the end this
is what matters
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We

will not have easy choices,* but it was already written,
And God is the end.
Guilherme Busato

O Lord, why have you punished me,* why must the sins of this nation affect me
now? What is your anger* and can we soothe it?
Why did you take away my brothers* In my happiest hour?
We call on you O Lord, for an answer.* Only inescapable loneliness do we receive.
Having your sun’s light* deprived from your creation
Our hearts begin to harden* everyday in solitude
You have shown us Lord* that all people are God’s people,
Told us we are all one family,* but why must you take my brothers and sisters
away?
How long will the enemy* make us lose our faith in you?

We search in silence for a weapon* to fight this unseen threat.
Everytime we are left* dry from your word.
Is this a test of our faith* or punishment for our elders’ sins?
You trapped us in our own emptiness* hoping we will regain our faith.
We lose ourselves everyday* in this void of emptiness.
You are the same God that gave us your Son,* to bring us
together
Now you're tearing us apart, the most fruitful nation in the
world
we made from your word,* has angered you the most
With each passing day you bring* the angel of death into our
communities and homes.
We the children fear,* will our home be the same, will we be the
same?
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Lord, you decide what the next day will become.* We must be thank just to see the
sun and moon again
Harrison Holloway

Where is God* in the middle of all this chaos?
Is he the reason for this suffering,* or are we the cause?
If he came to save us,* then why are we separated like isolated islands?
And why do I blaspheme in my mind* in the midst of all this silence

Maybe this is a lesson,* one that comes with an extreme cost
That we never truly know what we have* till it is lost.
I had my friends,* my family, and my freedom,
now I have my four walls* and my inner demons.
And where is God* in the face of death?
Would I be thinking this* if I were on my last breath?
Or would I be begging for forgiveness* to a God I can’t see,
hoping that in paradise,* He would be face to face with me.
It is true that I am in need* of the presence of my loved ones.
And the burden of not leaving my house* feels like a hundred tons.
I pray that this will all* blow over soon
And that I can have a normal life* by early June.
Ismael Sela

Almighty god, whom we worship* and give up our
hearts to,
why hath thee sent us back* our hearts empty?
Thy love we no longer receive,* in its place we have
poison,
which devours the soul.* The TV as a distraction all
day,
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or the music we play* to make us feel whole.
Lord, we are your disciples* spreading the word.
why is it you have brought* this great plague amongst the world?
Is it the cruelty* going on in your world,

or the slaughter and misuse* of your creations?
We pray and pray* for this evil to go away,
but it seems plain as day,* that you have turned us away.
Our greatest hopes and desires,* like a flower in a drought.
The river runs dry,* with an abundance of time,
we sit and loll* all day in our homes.
Nothing is enough* for our ever growing desires,
except for the love* that we attempt to acquire.
We ask you of this oh Lord,* that you can bless us with
your love.
As this darkness spreads* and covers the world,
Allow us to see the light* or even the white dove,
Just a glimpse to show* that you still have love
for us your creation* who you have created in your
image,
We crave open air to clear our heads,* to accept your
love.
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Hear our pleads, you are all powerful* and can change this
with a miracle.
Jonathan Houston

In the house closed off* and even with a pick,
strands of my hair sprout* out of my head like weeds.
Barber withdrawal is the least of my problems,* when I'm away from friends.

Even stepping outside* is like being an insect by a spider web
if you aren't careful you get trapped* and become another case.
The weather gets warmer* and I remember all the times
I could go outside* and didn't have to wear a mask.
Remembering all those times* when I could see my friends in person.
But God, how can it get better?* In this country,
it's like everyone outside can catch it,* and most that catch it drop like flies.
Not only lives are lost* but livelihoods too,
and I am not seeing* much recovery from that.
And all this is because someone* in Wuhan wanted to try
something outside of common meals.* Beloved people died because of that
mistake,
But the ones in authority aren't paying for it.* All the doctors are losing rest and
sanity.
All the classes of 2020,* robbed of expected sentimental memories.
Never knowing when* quarantine is going to end,
The future, like the outcome* of a roll of dice, is uncertain.
When will it all end?
Luke Amoakoh

O Lord, why have you deserted me?* Where are you and why
have you not relieved me* of this pain?
I cry out to you* but receive no consolation.
Darkness has captured me* and there is nothing to distract from my emptiness.

This pandemic has hit* hard and unexpectedly.
It is like a winter day* in the middle of summer.
I feel as if I'm drowning* and my friends are nowhere to be found.
The river current is pushing me* every which way.
Stay near me and protect me* like no one else can.
I find myself alone* in a devastated state.
Where are you, God, when I need help most?
Do you even exist or do you just find pleasure* in the demise of your creations.
I wish you could come* and wash away this pandemic.
I am imprisoned both in my mind* and in my home.
The more I try to avoid this thought,* the more it comes to mind.
Help me and others* to get through this troubling time.
I dream of a time when this is over* and we will be better for it.
Maurice Tabron

Oh God, why are things* going out of control?
Why are the people that we love dying,* making people stay away from who they
love?
Everything looks so distant,* are you trying to say something to us?
What is this for you?* Please show me a sign.
But not a simple one,* show something to open my eyes
Make me understand your thoughts* I want to comprehend you more,
And understand your love.* You gave up your life just to save us,

because you loved us.* So why is all this
happening?
Is this the end,* or is it the beginning?
The beginning of something new?* I’m not
sad at you
and not even mad.* All I want to know
is more about you,* I want to understand
you, my lord.
Panagis Spanos
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Oh higher Spirit* why have you cursed us
with this knowledge of self?* This fire that burns within me
fueled by my infinite desire* for the higher power,
this desire that is felt in man* all throughout time and everywhere.
This desire being understood* but never spoken.
Why do you curse me* with the ability to understand;
the ability to recognize* my own suffering.
I envy those* who have been blessed with ignorance.
Alone I fall* through this endless abyss
Astonished at the lack of awareness,* jealous of their ignorance.
Suffering alone without the love* of the universe surrounding me.
Devoid of the spiritual intimacy* that I so crave.

Lost in the wonder of the divine.* Grounded by my instinctual human emotions.
Understanding, reflecting, and connecting* the fundamentals of who we are,
whilst simultaneously growing* in the illusion of our individuality.
Rafael Jaquez

Oh Lord, have you deserted us?* I am left with
only my thoughts
I long for the Lord's voice* I am like a shepherd
with no sheep to tend
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A King without subjects to rule* A pool without
water
I suffer this feeling of emptiness* This feeling of
pointlessness in my actions

I Long for the Lord’s voice* I desire answers
Answers for the world’s suffering* Answers for my boredom
Yet I still have faith* My faith in the Lord keeps me going
It strengthens me, I do believe* that there will be an end to this suffering
Whether it be now,* Or at the lord's second coming, at the end of time.
Salvatore Parent

Señor, no quiero soluciones,* quiero respuestas
¿Por qué nos haces esto?* ¿Es esto un castigo o pura coincidencia?
¿Por qué Dios, tantos tienen que morir?* ¿Por qué dejar que los más débiles se
vean afectados por esto?
¿Por qué no permitir* que los más fuertes manejen esto?
¿Quieres más gente en el cielo?* Quizás quieras menos gente en la Tierra.
Señor, por favor, quita esta enfermedad de nosotros* Hemos aprendido lo que
necesitábamos durante este tiempo
¿Qué puedo hacer para levantar este castigo?* ¿Cómo puedo proclamar tu nombre
en lo alto?
Te pido que no permitas que mi fe disminuya* Ni para que mi esperanza
disminuya
Sé que estás ahí, ven a ayudarnos* Antes de que sea demasiado tarde.
Translation:
Lord, I do not want solutions* I need answers.
Why do you put this upon us* Is this a punishment or pure coincidence?
Why Lord, do so many have to die?* Why let the most meek get affected by this?
Why do you not allow* the strongest to handle this?
Do you want more people in Heaven?* Maybe you want less people on Earth?
Lord please lift this disease from us* We have learned what we were meant to
during this time.
What can I do to lift this punishment?* How can I still proclaim your name on
high?
I ask that you not allow my faith* to dwindle nor for my hope to lessen.
I know that you are there,* come to our aid before it is too late.
Samuel Pineda

Oh Lord why have you abandoned us* Why have you left us isolated?
Is there a greater meaning to this?* Is there a reason for all of this death lord?
Is there something* that humanity needs to prove?
Or are we being punished* for our sins?
All humans have sinned* and maybe this is our reckoning.
Do we need to being doing something* in particular with this time?
Do we need to reflect* on what we have done?
Oh Lord people are curious* as to what is going on.
People question and doubt you* Is this a test of
our faith?
Will we even pass?
Tyler Jenkins

The days are long and the nights cold,* The lack
of school really does get old.
No communication with the outside world,* so I
sit back and watch people on youtube dive for
pearls.
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The weather outside is so very nice,* but the lack of friends makes the warm
breeze sting like ice.
Hearing the whisper of the wind through the trees,* like friendship that comes and
goes with the breeze.
Friends who come and go as they please,* a spring without friends is like a healthy
disease;
It is benign,* but maybe it’s God giving me a sign.

Telling me to let go of the superficial things,* and search below the ice that’s so
cold it stings.
Amongst friends or lack thereof,* reminds me of how the heavens opened up for a
dove.
Unlike friends, God's love is unconditional,* it is far beyond anything superficial.
We need to come together as a nation,* neighbor is more than just a geographical
location, it’s a moral obligation.
We can stay apart now to come back together later,* it’s really just doing everyone
a favor.
In a difficult situation there’s only one way to change it,* time heals all, it’s just a
matter of being patient.
Wisnor Abbott

The nation is in a state of panic;*
everyone is scared and terrified.
Everyone is suffering;* everyone is going
through terrible pain.
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Why does God allow this to happen,* can he not stop this great suffering from
happening?
Is this great pain and suffering a sign for something,* is God trying to tell us
something?
It seems like a dark cloud is all over the nation,* we can not shake the cloud away
from us.
It feels like a desert is taking away all of the water around us,* I feel like the thirst
is
getting to me.

I feel as though this is God’s fault,* I feel like God can stop this suffering from
happening.
This pandemic is pushing me to my limits,* I feel like I can go no longer.
I want God to do something,* I want all of this pain to end.
I feel like I can not endure the pain* of losing my loved ones any longer,
the pain is starting to become unbearable.* And I feel bad
For all the elderly people,* they are suffering the most.
This is blocking us from any type* of physical contact,
And I miss being* alongside my friends
People are still deciding to go outside anyway,* it ́s like they do not have any sense.
I want God to save the people* that are dying because of this pandemic,
they should not have to go* through so much pain.
I want God to comfort the families that have lost loved ones,* they need a shoulder
to lean on.
I am tired of hearing my friends crying* because they are losing their loved ones,
It makes me sad* to see that my friends are sad.
Yasir Smith

The Lord is my coach,* I will not let him down.
He supplies me with water after the game;* He leads me down the home stretch.
He helps me, He leads me through the basics* and the rules of the game.
I will fear nothing.* I am being watched over and taken care of.
He gives me a strategy to follow.* He fills me with plans and ideas.
My fear is gone.* My coach loves me and cares for me like a father,

and I shall dwell* in the dugout of the Lord, forever.
The Lord is the master, and my guider* He is the one and only;
first and last, we can tell Him anything.* Our trust shall not be taken advantage of,
and always should trust in our lord.* He, the
heavenly Father,
shall listen to our prayers* and show us the
way.
This is the way of the Lord.* Praise and glory
be to God for His wondrous ways.
I will follow the great path* set for me by my
Lord.
When things are going great,* God will be
there.
When life doesn't seem so great,* He will be
there.
When I'm walking in the morning* or
hanging out with friends late night,
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God's hand will be there for me to hold onto,* for He is always there.
Zemedkun Rodriguez

